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**Lil Angry Men**

A recent amendment to the Student Board Constitution recognizes the day hops as an organized body. Therefore they are receiving representation on next year's Student Board. We think this is grossly unfair! The interests of a small, but significant group are being entirely overlooked. The male residents of this school cannot possibly be represented fairly under these conditions. If both the dorm and the day hops are considered to be separate entities with individual interests, we, the male residents of Marian College demand equal recognition.

It is argued that we will be represented by the day hop delegate. In truth, it is inconceivable that our interests would completely parallel theirs. Our social life is limited almost entirely to activities centered around Marian College. Percentage wise we represent the most active, interested and hard working group in the school. The fact that provisions have been made for a male resident representative is proof of our right of separate representation. But why should we have to wait for a dorm? We already live in close proximity to the campus in college approved housing. Why should a group spread all over the city be considered more capable of organization than we are?

How long must this injustive continue? Must we resident undergraduates finish our schooling inadequately represented or will justice see that we get our fair and equal rights?

J. D. M.

M. F. H.

### NF on the move

Last Sunday, May 5, the Ohio Valley Region's Annual Spring Congress met at Mt. St. Joseph's College in Cincinnati. Representing Marian were Miss Jeanne Vige and Messrs. James Divita and John Day.

Two items of business worthy of mention are the legislation that was passed. The first deals with the reorganization of boxing for the betterment of the sport and the protection of its participants. The NF condemns prevailing conditions and advocates a national boxing commission similar in functions and duties to the National Football Commission, more medical examinations, and strict medical supervision at ringside. The other is a resolution commending the state of Kentucky as the first southern state to adopt a code of fair practice. This relates to Kentucky's racial non-discriminatory policies in employment.

Both of these have been passed by the Ohio Valley region and await consideration at the National Convention.

\[*** *** *** ***\]

Have you turned in your quota ($4.00) for the yearbook? Let's everyone do his part.

Yearbook Staff

### Question of the week

What office is Betty Medes running for and why is it necessary that it be kept a secret from a certain visiting party?

\[*** *** *** ***\]

**VOTE! VOTE! VOTE!**

Elections for Student Board and Junior Class positions are being held today. Twenty thousand nays on all those who don't vote.

Mary Ellen Stead; Pat Sabelhaus; Carolyn V. Koch; Nancy Kathman—There! Now all of you quit pestering us.
On Student Cheating

A Catholic college proposes to stimulate its students both intellectually and morally. Marian College is fulfilling its dual purpose very well in most areas. However, there is one facet of life at Marian which is at variance with these high ideals—the area of honesty.

Cheating, although not a wholesale enterprise, can definitely be considered a problem at Marian. One rather absurd type of cheating is the relaying of questions from morning to afternoon classes. Because the informers are only harming themselves, it is hard to understand why this practice persists. Another source of disturbance is the use of old exams. We must admit that these tests might validly be used as study guides if the teacher were known to vary his examinations; we also admit that some teachers do not appear to object to the use of such sources. However, we do consider it one the teacher will use this year. We also feel that it is wrong to use this test for only a small segment of the class. If the teacher, not caring about the use of old exams, knows about the circulation of such a test, he feels he should announce to the whole class the location of this valuable piece of information.

The problem of cheating has many aspects: 1) the immaturity of some students, 2) the over-emphasis on grades, 3) the "curve" grading, which may lead an otherwise honest student to cheat if he observes a large percentage of his class doing this sort of thing, 4) laxity of teachers when they are proctoring exams.

Semester exams are coming up. Maybe now is the time to reconsider our attitude toward tests, and realize that nothing, not even cheating, can make up for good, old-fashion study.

One Interested YGS group

Did anyone notice... that there was a fire drill in Clare Hall last night? Did you notice that it took only about 4 minutes to clear the building? Did you notice that the 200 girls that went out in perfect order lined up directly in front of the only available fire plug? Now fiddled— we blocked the Fire Dept.

LET'S GET THIS STRAIGHT!

Dick Phillips, president of the M-Club, wishes to clarify the position of the funds that were left over from the ANDERSON TELEGRAM project. He reports that the excess money is now resting comfortably in the M-Club treasury, and wishes to thank all those who took part in the project.

Home Games

Saturday, May 11
Tennis: Marian vs. Franklin
Thursday, May 16
Tennis: Marian vs. Wabaah
Baseball: Marian vs. Concordia

SUPPORT SPRING SPORTS

Reflections on Prom Weekend

Jump for joy kiddies, the big weekend is finally here. Friday and Saturday night guests will be pouring into our sheltered sanctuary awaiting the coming festivities. However, this is also a time of intense worry for some people. Now let's take Carolyn Koch (affectionately known as Cookie, shrew and Kooksi, to her friends) for example. Carolyn learned a new word today - the word is bou-tomnicro. Ah yes, it seems as though Carolyn completely forgot or never knew about a few of the finer points of Prom etiquette. Then there is Marie Jochim (affectionately called Cookie). She is boning up on air-force talk so she and her air force guest will speak the same language. Lately she has been using such words as E.T.A. wing space, span, safety factor, and coffee, tea or milk. Then of course there's Betty Medes (affectionately known as I've got a secret. She is practising not talking. Lastly there's Ann Marie Holleran (affectionately known as Ann Marie Hollerman.) She has been practiseing all the latest dance steps so she can Bossa Nova with the best of them.

The CARBON hopes all PROM goers have a wonderful weekend. All those men who aren't going and could have we hope you have a rotten time for the next 48 hours.

*** *** *** ***

Footnote: To even the sides, dormies played on the day hop team. We demand a rematch.